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 $6.99. Have you played the twin-stick shooter action game before? How about the game where you control a class of
weaponsized monsters? Are you looking for a game that combines the best of both worlds and offers much more than the

original Gal*Gun? Gal*Gun 2 is a re-imagining of the classic game, now available on Nintendo Switch! You play as Ashelia
Arishima, who was chosen by the head of the secret weapon development organization, the Polymer Science Association, to

become their newest weapon design. Ashelia, also known as Rinka, was tested to be the perfect weapon, and she was given her
own weapon design, Gunhead. Rinka however, does not think of herself as a weapon, but a tool. After a botched attempt to
assassinate a criminal at an amusement park, her weapon is stolen from her and she joins a guerilla group to get it back. You

control Ashelia with the Joy-Con, swapping between gun mode and bow mode at the press of a button. The most obvious
difference is in the aiming controls, which have been completely overhauled. You can aim with the right analog stick on most
conventional controllers, but the game will often perform poorly due to the single analog stick. We’ve fixed that issue on the

Nintendo Switch, so the game will work better than ever. Key Features Newest Gal*Gun on the market! An all new story! Hand-
drawn 2D art! Randomized leveling system! 2 new weapons! New enemy types! Rebel arms right out of a comic book!

Swapping between gun and bow modes! New boss fight! All new multiplayer mode! Action-packed and hectic multiplayer!
Challenging single player mode! New achievements and online leaderboards! Original soundtrack! The graphics are hand-

drawn! Adapted to the Nintendo Switch! New features include: Dual Joy-Con support. (Both Joy-Con included) Four controller
mode support (Up to 4 controllers can be used) HD Rumble support. And much, much more! The Nintendo Switch is an

excellent choice for Gal*Gun 2, as it’s the best way to play, with an intuitive and ergonomic design. Nintendo has also
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